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Because of that fabrication and the e-mail's intention to defame the Obamas, we rate this claim Pants on Fire!
Michelle Obama's Thesis Dinesh D'Souza - Michelle Obama's racial obsession is Facebook some of the words
spoken by michelle obama and her husband barack obama have come directly from a radical book titled rules
for radicals by saul d. In Hillary Rodham Clinton's case, there's been a clamoring for tax records, White House
memos and other material the candidate's team has chosen to keep from release. Obama's success in attracting
white voters has shown that since institutional racism is over, affirmative action is no longer needed. With
what equations did she manipulate her data? His accomplishment should remove this contrast in the future as
it is an advantage that can no longer be leveraged! Get real people. He is only a little more than 6 percent
Black. Comment by gaily â€” September 16, pm Reply After reading all the negative comments about
Michelle and her excellent thesis, I feel sorry for a sick American society that have ignorant pagans who
parade as Christians. Go to school, dummies!!!! America was theirs so really none of us have a right to say
anything unless you are in fact a native american or indian or whatever name you wanna come up with. Click
here to support it. White people are always spouting forget the past, moved on. So really if you wanna get
down to it none of us deserve America or anything else. Princeton thesis obama can not get past the hate she
has for america. Be responsible. What strikes me funny is that her husband Barack, is half white. Origin In
every U. In conclusion, Michelle said that people feel most comfortable with the people that they spend the
most time around. It appears to be a study about the changing attitudes of the Blacks who had previously
graduated from Princeton University. We took the additional step of scanning the document through optical
character recognition software so we could search its text electronically. Search the paper all you wish: it will
remain a mystery. Obama and end racial preferences. Read the thesis here , and post your comments below.
All of this means that the senior thesis of Michelle Obama, wife of Illinois senator and leading Democratic
presidential contender Barack Obama would naturally be a subject of considerable interest, especially since
the subject of that thesis is itself a significant political topic.


